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Mr. Randi,

Hilly Rose had me on as a guest again and mentioned your nonsensical
$1,000,000.00 claim regarding
proof of the paranormal. Apparently you are unaware that I challenged
CFI West, the professional skeptics'
cult with which you are associated, to duplicate ONE of Billy Meier's
UFO photos and ONE of his film segments.

This challenge was made in response to Mr. Vaughn Rees asserting that
Meier's UFO photos and films
were "easily duplicated hoaxes". The challenge was accepted by Mr. Rees
in February of 2001. To date, no
such evidence has been presented by CFI West to substantiate their
claim. This despite my generously
offering that they use ANY technological means at their disposal to
duplicate the photo and film taken
with ordinary means by Mr. Meier between 1975 - 1980.

Likewise, Mr. Michael Shermer of Skeptic Magazine has retreated into
the shadows when I challenged
him regarding the Meier case. I have been widely publicizing the
failure of these parties, yourself included,
to debunk the Meier case...and shall gleefully continue to do so.

Further, while you're still stumped by the hard evidence in the case,
you will find it all the more impossible
to explain the higher standard of proof, i.e. the prophetically
accurate scientific and world event-related
information that Meier published from a few weeks to more than 25 years
before "official" discovery or
occurrence. Oh yes, this includes the warning that he wrote and
published in 1995 about the recent
attack on Iraq.

It is truly pathetic how lacking in credibility you and your
organization are so...
I think that you and I have a date with destiny, one that will surely
relieve you of your $1,000,000.00,
though that is a minor consideration for me.

Belly up to the bar, boys,

Michael Horn
www.andyettheyfly.com


